
BOOK REVIEWS

Professor Payling Wright brings a historical approach
to his subject. With each of the main pathological
processes sufficient account is given for the student to be
able to picture how the modern views have evolved, and
to see also the lines along which current research is
progressing. Throughout the book emphasis is laid on
functional pathology rather than on morbid appearances,
and this is particularly notable in the nine chapters
devoted to infection and inflammation. The whole
book maintains a remarkable level of scholarship
(especially for a one-man production), but the sections
on infection, thrombosis, and neoplasia are perhaps
deserving of special mention. A most useful feature to
the more senior reader is a carefully selected biblio-
graphy conveniently placed as footnotes throughout the
text.

In the new edition the whole text has been overhauled
and references to recent works have been incorporated,
but the main change is the addition of two new chapters
on " Inflammation in Allergic Reactions " and " Tissue
Reactions to Ionizing Radiations." These additions
complete what is a quite outstanding exposition of the
principles underlying present-day pathology and its
application to the practice of medicine.
There may well be some who will feel that Professor

Payling Wright has put too much into this book for
the undergraduate, and that the introduction of so much
historical and controversial matter may tend to obscure
the more factual matter required for examination
purposes. It is certainly true that the book's appeal
will be more to the thoughtful student than to the one
interested only in acquiring a minimum of facts for his
examinations. To the postgraduate and to the young
teacher of pathology it is an invaluable asset. It con-
stitutes a most notable addition to the British literature
on pathology.

T. CRAWFORD.

Practical Clinical Biochemistry. By Harold Varley.
(Pp. viii+551; 70 figures. 42s.) London: William
Heinemann. 1954.
The author's aim in writing this book is not clear.

In the first paragraph of the preface he describes the
book as a survey of the whole field of clinical bio-
chemistry from the standpoint of workers in hospital
laboratories. In the next paragraph we are told that
the purpose of the book is essentially practical, but that
it was felt that summaries of the findings in health and
disease would add considerably to its value. If " clini-
cal biochemistry " means anything, it means the applica-
tion of biochemistry to the investigation and treatment
of the patient; a survey of the subject demands more
than summaries of the results of various tests in health
and disease. Chemical pathologists and hospital
biochemists will find this book valuable as a work of
reference on technical matters. It is less suitable for
use as a textbook.
Major criticisms are few. In the discussion of

albuminuria in pregnancy the reader is left to infer that
mild albuminuria in pregnancy is unimportant. There

is no general discussion of error in the laboratory and
little attempt is made to consider the accuracy of the
various methods described.
Many minor matters invite comment. Some names

are mis-spelt. The description of the breakdown of
bile-pigments in the bowel is over-simplified and, since
chemical formulae are quoted, incorrectly set out. It is
to be regretted that the Biochemical Society's abbre-
viation for milli-equivalents (m.-equiv.) is not used. The
work of Cole and Lathe on the van den Bergh
reaction deserves mention. The steroids are only
referred to by trivial names although the adoption of a
systematic nomenclature (e.g. Ciba nomenclature) would
be to the benefit of everybody. Androst-5-ene-3J-ol-17-
one is not the only 17-ketosteroid with a double bond.
The author does not always set his matter out clearly:
in discussing the interpretation of the blood cholesterol
level, the distinction between blood values and serum
values becomes a little blurred and the calculations of
the urea clearance seem to be needlessly complicated.
The book concludes with appendices containing useful

information. In a hospital laboratory it might be more
helpful to know the number of milligrams in a grain
(which is not given) than the number of square metres
in a square yard (which is). The ounce, which contains
28.35 grams, should be described as the ounce avoir-
dupois and the apothecaries ounce might well be included;
I have yet to find a medical student who knows the
difference between the weight of an ounce of sugar and
of an ounce of strychnine.

In spite of these criticisms most hospital laboratories
will wish to have a copy of this book because of its
invaluable collection of methods.

ARTHUR JORDAN.

Textbook of Virology for Students and Practitioners of
Medicine. 2nd ed. By A. J. Rhodes and C. E. van
Rooyen. (Pp. xvi+562; 79 figures. 61s. 6d.
London: Bailliere, Tindall & Cox. 1953.

The first edition of this book,which contained 312
pages, appeared in 1949. The second edition now has
527 pages, a fair indication of the amount of new infor-
mation which has been published, although it must be
pointed out that owing to the delays of publication the
latest references given are 1951. However, much of the
material which the authors have included in a didactic
fashion is of more recent vintage. Because so much of
our knowledge is of recent origin, the authors have tried
to cater for practising physicians, who probably had no
instruction in virology while students, as well as for
postgraduate and undergraduate students. The layout
makes it easy to read, and the subdivision into diseases
of the different anatomical systems has much to favour
it. However, in the eyes of the reviewer, the authors
and publisher, in their desire for completeness, have
produced a book which is excessively expensive for
students, particularly when our knowledge of the subject
is altering so rapidly. The photographs of virus par-
tidles as seen in the electron microscope are very good,
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